
Want to figure out your long-term
career plan?

Postdocs, do you...

Explore opportunities both within and
beyond academia?

Develop your self-awareness and
build your skills?

Discover Prosper



What is Prosper?
Prosper is an innovative approach to postdoc
career development.

It was developed specifically for postdocs, and
trialed via pilot cohorts of 120+ postdocs at the
Universities of Liverpool and Manchester, and
Lancaster University

The Prosper Portal
All of the materials from Prosper’s pilot cohorts,
and more, can be accessed for free via the
Prosper Portal, an online hub containing a
wealth of information and resources relating to
all aspects of postdoc career development. 



On the Prosper Portal you can...

Reflect

Identify your skills and skill gaps

Build your confidence
Discover your career priorities

Grow self-awareness

Get insights from employers beyond
academia across 12 career clusters

Learn about opportunities and the
routes other postdocs have taken

Learn how to effectively showcase
your skills and tailor them to roles

Discover the essentials of setting up
your own business

Take that next career step

Explore

Act

https://prosper.liverpool.ac.uk/postdoc-resources/reflect/
https://prosper.liverpool.ac.uk/postdoc-resources/explore/
https://prosper.liverpool.ac.uk/postdoc-resources/act/


Register for free
Register to access enhanced functionality, including:

The Career Development Navigator
An interactive tool that allows you to map your own career development
and navigate Prosper’s resources in a personalised way

Your personal dashboard
Where you can visualise your life/work
priorities and values, and set and track
development goals

Add your own notes to resources
Plus the ability to save and bookmark
resources for later viewing

https://prosper.liverpool.ac.uk/login-register/


I felt very supported by Prosper – it was like I was
building myself up again from scratch. It gave me
back the confidence I’d lost.

Prosper was fantastic for developing my
thinking about where and how to direct my
attention in terms of future career progression.

Prosper was a great help getting me to structure my
CV for a non-academic job.

Even if you’re happy in your current role, Prosper is
helpful and worthwhile for growing key skills to help
you flourish.
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Register now

-  Zohra Butt, Prosper pilot cohort postdoc

-  Caroline Redhead, Prosper pilot cohort postdoc

-  Anthony Evans, Prosper pilot cohort postdoc

-  Rosa Morra, Prosper pilot cohort postdoc

https://prosper.liverpool.ac.uk/login-register/

